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1995 The project "Creation of National Machine-Readable Format for the 
Bibliographic Records“ (Russian Library Association, Ministry of 
Culture of Russia) 
National Library of Russia, Russian State Library, Russian Book 
Chamber, Russian State Public Library for Science and Technology, 
Library for Foreign Literature, etc.
1998 Ministry of Culture of Russia adopted Russian Exchange Format 
(RUSMARC) as a mandatory one for bibliographic data exchange 
between the institutions under the Ministry of Culture. 
All library systems either being designed or implemented in the country 
should either include converters or support the cataloguing in 
RUSMARC.
RUSMARC was adopted by Permanent UNIMARC committee as 
national version of UNIMARC and registered by the Z39.50 protocol 
committee.
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2001 National Service for RUSMARC formats 
- basic function - development and updating of national version of 
UNIMARC format for various types of materials; 
- operates on the basis of the National Library of Russia; 
- includes Council of experts, representing leading library institutions 
and software producing companies of the country.
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 National Information Library Centre (NILC)
- established by the two national libraries (Russian State Library and 
National Library of Russia)
- Union Catalogue of Russian Libraries: about 160 participating libraries, 
about 3,458,000 records
- National Authority files: 1,780,000 records, including 1,441,750 subject 
headings, 252,000 corporate names, 85,000 personal names, 1,200 
uniform titles.
Major cooperative projects using RUSMARC
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Major cooperative projects using RUSMARC
 Association of Regional Library Consortia (ARBICON)
- launched in May 2002
- 15 regional library consortia, over 200 libraries
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Main directions of National RUSMARC Service activity
¾ Formats for other kinds of data
– Bibliographic
– Authority
– Classification  
– Holding
¾ Guidelines for specific types of resources
– Maps
– Old Printed Materials
– Technical & Unpublished materials  
– Printed Music
– Audio-visual documents|
– Electronic resources
– Graphics
– Compound Parts
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Main directions of National RUSMARC Service
¾ Tracking UNIMARC changes and making appropriate updates in the 
national format to keep compliance with UNIMARC
- new editions of RUSMARC/B and RUSMARC/A
¾ Contact with library software producing companies
– certification of information library systems
– quality control
¾ User training and keeping them informed them about all the updates in 
time
– training courses for users  - National Service for RUSMARC formats and 
National Information Library Centre
– series of manuals “RUSMARC in Examples” (published with the 
assistance of the LIBNET Centre)
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Main directions of National RUSMARC Service
¾ Software for quality control
– checking iso-files
– adjustment options
– support of different character sets, including Unicode 
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Thank you!
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